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Editorial

Can computers
feed the Hungr y?
We have often been asked the
question “…at a time when many
inthe country cannot afford the
basic necessities of life, is it being
excessive to invest in ICT? Can you
eat a computer?” As preposterous
as it may sound, perhaps it is
something to reflect on; is it really a
case of misplaced priorities? I
decided to attempt to answer this
question. To do this I had to take a
journey out of my comfort zone.
We traveled 230 km out of
Colombo, down dirt roads that
narrowed down to foot paths to
reach a little school in the remote
village of Mahavillachchiya. Here we
saw bright smiling faces, so typical
of our country, yet they lived in
mud huts, traveled by foot or
bicycle, had no piped water and
were exposed to harsh natural
conditions.

amazing. In the midst of a sparsely
furnished living room proudly stood a
personal computer; and no, it wasn’t
a show piece.
Ruvini is 16 years old. She spends her
spare time designing websites. She is
currently on an assignment to design
a site for a Sri Lankan association in
Korea. She will be paid SLR 30,000
when the job is completed. Radhi, 17,
has an assignment to create a digital
map of Sri Lanka and is being paid
SLR 8,000 a month. She has been
guaranteed a job that will bring her a
monthly income of SLR 25,000 once
she completes her A/Ls. Two students
of HLF; two families whose lives have
been changed through ICT.

Travel further into this village, through
jungle roads towards the boarder of
the Willpatu National Park, you arrive
in Kandurupitiya. Nothing special has
Horizon’s Lanka Foundation of
ever known to have come out of this
Mahavillachchiya, established back village. People would come there
in 1998, has now become a buzz
perhaps to buy honey at a cheap
word amongst the ICT community price or to find a child to be
of Sri Lanka. If you visit this village it employed in their home. Literacy is
is not difficult to understand why.
low and many parents do not see the
Approaching a little 150 square foot value of education. But with the
mud hut one could not imagine to determination of one school principal
see much. A power line led to the and few teachers and with the help of
house. That was promising. What
one PC, today there is a thirst for
we witnessed inside was truly
knowledge and a resolve to be

showcased during

world's largest ICT4D Event
The World summit on the Information Society
(WSIS) took place in response to the
imperative need of achieving a harmonious
evolution of concepts, policies, legislation,
networks and services in the area of ICT in a
global context. The initial phase took place in
Geneva December 2003 and formulated a
declaration of principles and an executive plan
with the view of establishing an Information
Society. Despite the consensus reached,
several questions remained outstanding or
were not addressed definitively in the Geneva
phase. These included; Internet governance:

the administration and management of internet
resources, financing the reduction of the digital
divide, media and intellectual property.
Phase 2 of the World Summit on Information
Society (WSIS) took place in Tunis this year from
the 16 -19 of November to address issues that
were not sufficiently dealt with during phase 1.
th

New President: New Vision
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Over 3 days, every participating country had the
opportunity to make a presentation of the
to page 02 …

“We will build a country suitable for
our children. I will not hesitate to do
all I can to build a knowledgeable,
skilled, strong and healthy citizenry.”
His Excellency Mahinda Rajapaksa
upon accepting Presidency
The ICT Agency operating under the Office
of the President is committed to achieving
this goal for our Nation and our Leader

educated. Kids who once skipped
school and refused to learn are not
only coming to school, they are even
staying after school to learn more.
Their lives have forever been changed.
So we ask the question again; can
computers feed the hungry, provide
electricity and water or build a road?
The apparent answer no –but with that
computer, as the kids from HLF are
experiencing, wherever you are, you
can generate income enough to buy a
pump that will provide your house and
fields with pipe borne water; buy a
generator to provide electricity; build
the road that will connect the village to
the world. We are often too blinded by
the problem to see that the solution
may lie beyond conventional wisdom.
At ICTA, our motivation is the smiles
on the faces of villagers such as those
we met in Mahavillachchya. Our vision
is to make a difference in the lives of
every citizen and every village and we
believe we can do this through ICT –by
creating a connected nation possessing
an ICT literate workforce and heading
towards a knowledge-based economy.

e-Sri Lanka: smart island: smart people
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ICTA invites local conglomerates

to enter the BPO bandwagon
As Sri Lanka pushes into the 21 Century, one of
the key sectors for growth will be the IT
Enabled Services (ITeS) industry and the
resultant outsourcing/offshoring business Sri
Lanka should target.
st

As with India, the Information and
Communication Technology Agency of Sri Lanka
(ICTA) sees this sector as the catalyst for foreign
direct investments, foreign earnings and job
creation. ITeS typically cover businesses that use
IT as an enabler such as Customer Interactive
Services, Back Office Transaction Processing,
Finance and Accounting Services, HR Services,
R&D and Knowledge Services.
NASSCOM, the powerful industry association in
India, estimates that the Indian export market
for IT services will reach US$60bn by 2008. Just
imagine what 1% of that number would mean
for Sri Lanka?

successfully expanded their workforce
hundred percent, while managing to retain
an extremely low attrition rate. Mr.
Haththotuwa explains; “Sri Lanka has a clear
competitive advantage in providing high
value BPO services such as financial
research and high end accountancy work.
We need to use this and enter the multi
billion dollar industry in a big way. Attrition
in the BPO industry of most other countries
are high and their cost of training new staff
is significant. Our attrition rates are
extremely low and this provides a very
conducive environment to retain trained
staff with the company. Sri Lanka can
surpass the Billion dollar mark for ICT
industry by 2012 if BPO opportunities are
effectively tapped by the local private sector.
On the other hand, it took our apparel
sector 25 years to become a billion dollar
industry”

Since last year ICTA has been pursuing
companies to bring their outsourcing business to
our shores. In this light, ICTA organized and
conducted a ‘Careers Day’ for ITeS at the
BMICH in 2004. ICTA together with its other
partners in Government were successful in
bringing WNS, India’s largest BPO operator and
HSBC to Sri Lanka. Having competed with
countries such as, Philippines and Mauritius,
ICTA was also instrumental in persuading AVIVA,
UK’s largest life insurer to locate its BPO Head
Quarters from Singapore to Sri Lanka.

He continued to day, “There is opportunity
for Sri Lanka’s major companies to also
consider outsourcing their own non-core
back office operations to local BPO
operators or set up their own BPO
operations to gain efficiency and cost
advantages, which will enable them to
concentrate on their core business. In this
context even local language Call Centres for
our own private sector outside Colombo,
could be considered”.

What Sri Lanka has to offer in terms of location
and skill sets is a unique proposition that, up
until the creation of the Agency, had not been
well publicized outside of the country. Today
with the existence of companies such as global
banking giant HSBC’s 2000 seat Data Processing
Centre, Sri Lanka is well on the way to achieving
a reputation as a niche player in IT’s fastest
growing sector.
“What ever the predicted volume/figures for
the industry, it is gigantic in our context and our
local private sector should capitalize on the
unique strengths of Sri Lanka to get the
maximum out of this opportunity” said Mr.
Manju Haththotuwa at the recently held
“Offshoring Sri Lanka” seminar at the Waters
Edge, Baththaramulla. The event was organised
by the ICT sub committee of the Ceylon
Chamber of Commerce (CCC), the World Bank
and ICT Agency of Sri Lanka (ICTA).

In order to propel this industry to the next
level and to become a leading player in
identified niche segments, ICTA recently
launched a major ICT Capacity Building
Programme (ICBP) to empower the private
sector. Speaking at the seminar, Mr. Ismail
Radwan from the World Bank said, “The Sri
Lankan working population definitely boasts
a sufficient number of intelligent and
technically qualified people in the
population, but what would prevent them
entering this particular industry is a lack in
customer skills and an ability to converse in
English naturally.” Mr. Radwan also stated
that “Sri Lanka needs to invest more on
education, carry out labour reforms and
bring down telecommunication costs
significantly in order to develop a
competitive edge in the BPO industry.”

Although the industry is still in its infancy stage in
Sri Lanka, International companies that have set
up Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
operators in the country have shown good
results and sufficient growth. Companies like
WNS, India’s largest BPO Company have

ICTA along with the World Bank and Ceylon
Chamber of Commerce will continue to
lobby all relevant government institutions to
create the enabling environment for
outsourcing and offshoring in the medium to
long term.

Brian Peiries

country’s progress and its plans for the future in using
ICT for Development. Sri Lanka’s country statement
at WSIS made by H.E Sarala Fernando,
Ambassador/Permanent Representative of Sri Lanka
to the United Nations in Geneva and head of the
official government delegation to WSIS, highlighted
the progress made by the country through the e-Sri
Lanka development programme. To quote: “Among
the several measures intended to take the dividends of
ICT to the rural areas, the foremost effort in Sri Lanka is
the multi-donor led e-Sri Lanka Development
Programme currently implemented by the ICT Agenc of
Sri Lanka y, the apex ICT policy implementing body,
under the logo ‘smart people smart island’. This project
is a comprehensive e-development initiative, specifically
designed to address a broad spectrum of activities to
foster economic growth as well as to address poverty
alleviation and promote social integration and peace. A
Programme to establish a 1000 Tele-centres throughout
the country undertaken by the ICT Agencyof Sri Lanka
in partnership with the private sector and NGOs is
taking ICT to the rural communities of Sri Lanka
including the conflict affected areas, and contributes to
peace building.”
The statement also highlighted the recent
developments in ICT Legislation in Sri Lanka.
Emphasis was given to advancements made in
Intellectual Property, Computer Crimes and eCommerce legislation. Several other ICTA initiatives
such as the Low cost PC, development of local
content, promoting Sri Lanka as a BPO destination
were specified in the statement. It was clear that Sri
Lanka is one of the few countries involved in
implementing a comprehensive e-development
programme.
As world leaders gathered to what can be called the
largest ICT4D event - or the ultimate “pilgrimage”
for the ICT community – many parallel events took
place in the form of an exhibition, meetings,
discussions, panels, workshops and gatherings of
global nature and relevant to the summit theme of
ICT 4 ALL. E-Sri Lanka was showcased in several of
these WSIS parallel events. Mr. Reshan Dewapura,
Director Information Infrastructure, made
presentations on e-Sri Lanka at the ICT4All South
Asia Experience GKP session and on the IDRC
platform on the Nanasala experience. Ms
Chitranganie Mubarak, Programme Manager,
presented the e – Sri Lanka experience at the GKP
forum “Local Content a Solution to Global Problems”
and showcase Sri lanka’s prospects in the BPO
through a presentation on “The Shift to Services: Sri
Lanka’s Offshore Potential” at the e@work Forum,
an interactive workshop organized by ITC, Geneva
and CBI, Netherlands.
Considering the magnitude and importance
surrounding WSIS, the World Bank took the
opportunity to review and showcase ICT
development projects taking place within several
countries. This took the form of a video conference,
6.00 p.m. local time on the 15 of November and
connected Sri Lanka, Tunisia, Washington DC, Ghana,
Kazakhstan, Moldova and Rwanda. Each country had
the opportunity to present the work progressed to
date and to learn from each other. The showcasing of
e-Sri Lanka proved to be invaluable to the other
participating countries with the many learning points,
as demonstrated by ICTA CEO Manju Haththotuwa,
to take home.
th
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Mahavilachichia); he has a
volunteer teacher who teaches
the children computer basics and
what is more, with the setting up
of the computer lab he was able
to convince authorities to allow
the school to increase its reach
to the 6 grade and is presently
lobbing for it to be increased to
the 9 Grade. The significance of
this is that all those children who
dropped out of school because it
was too far for them to travel to
the nearest upper school, will
th
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ICT Makes a Difference
One small village. One determined school principal.
One computer. One inspiring story!

This story begins in a very remote village in Sri
Lanka. The actors; a school principal, a
marginalized community and a personal
computer.
Kandurupitiya is a small village under the
purview of the Mahavillachichia Divisional
Secretariat within the Anuradapuara District.
Miles into nowhere, surrounded by the dense
jungle, marginalized from the rest of the country
and yet home to about 200 families, this village
had nothing significant to talk about – until now.
Founded in 1958, Kandurupitiya Kudathamnnawa
Viduhala serves two villages in the region
offering education up to the 5 grade. Children
travel as far as 6 km to reach the school. When
they complete the 5 grade they must enter
other schools located outside of the village some
15- 40 km away. This leads to a situation where
over 50% of children drop out of school as
there is no local transport – at least none worth
talking about. Although Sri Lanka boasts of a 92
percent literacy, the literacy amongst these
villagers is appalling. Many are illiterate. Over
70% of the adults do not even posses a birth
certificate. The entire village has just 2 A/L
qualified persons.
th
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H.A. Wickramasinghe took up his post as
principal of Kudathamnnawa Viduhala in
January 2004. At this time, 64 pupils were on
roll, out of which 27 were totally illiterate;
added to this, only 10-15 pupils were on
regular attendance. His challenge: to convince
students - and more, the parents - the need to
attend school. Mr. Wickramasinghe tried every
trick in the book -gentle persuasion;
enticement; threats –none of them had any
real effect. Then arrived to the school, a
computer, along with a load of material. At the
time no one in the school had any knowledge
of computers, but the English teacher took it
upon himself to read the books that came with
it and gradually started conducting classes. The
popularity of these lessons soon went beyond
the imagination of everyone involved; students
not only were coming to school, they were
staying back after school, till late hours, to be
able to use the computer.
Today Mr. Wickramasinghe proudly states that
he has on regular attendance 90% of the
children on roll; he has a computer lab to
which he has added 3 more computers
(donated by the Horizons school,

now be able to
continue their studies.
In fact, parents have
now come to realize
that their children are
receiving greater

attention here at their own village school than
at the secondary schools they travel out to. At
the same time the enthusiasm to teach and
learn has also increased with other subjects like
English receiving much attention. Kids who
were once illiterate are enthusiastically speaking
English due to their new English curriculum.
Such has been the revolution –for there is no
other word for it – that has taken place in this
small village.
The ICT Agency of Sri Lanka discovered this
diamond in the making in September this year.
The Agency plans to work with the school to
make it a part of its e-Village Project and soon
the school will receive more computers and
connectivity.
The story started with an unconnected
community that discovered what technology
can do for them. Their dream is to break free
from the ignorance that ties them down and
prevents them from achieving greatness. Where
it will end, we do not know, but we do know
that ICT can make that difference; and we wish
them heights greater than they dream.
Maithri Jansz

ICTA unveils 500 Million Rupee Initiative for the Private Sector
Revenue generated by Sri Lanka on software
exports and related services is currently
estimated to be much lower than the targeted
US$ 1.0 Billion, which is Sri Lanka’s potential.
With the vision of harnessing this untapped
reserve for growth, the ICT Agency of Sri Lanka
(ICTA) has successfully implemented a host of
ICT initiatives in the recent past and is now
spearheading the ICT Capacity Building
Program (ICBP) which encompasses an initial
US $ 5.2 million funding to further strengthen
the private sector and enhance its
competitiveness internationally. “If you’ve got
the vision to beat the world, we’ve got the plan
to make it happen” said Mr. Manju Hathotuwa,
CEO/MD of ICTA speaking at the occasion to
unveil the programme details.
Aimed at making Sri Lankan companies world
beaters, the ICT Capacity Building Programme
(ICBP) was conceived in consultation with the
private sector, who were instrumental in

identifying and prioritizing specific strategies of
the programme. “Our vision for the private
sector is a Sri Lanka branded for producing
best-of-breed products and offering world class
services in niche global markets enabled
through the use and adoption of cutting edge
technology. We believe that Information and
Communication technology (ICT) will be the
industry propelling Sri Lanka forward in the
knowledge economy” said Mr. Hathotuwa.
ICBP revolves around three concepts, namely,
enabling environment for ICT industry growth,
ICT human resource development and ICT
industry promotion and development.
Encapsulating 27 implementation strategies, the
ICBP program is expected to have a cascading
impact in the short to medium term across a
variety of sectors in the country. In addition to
accelerating the pace and potential of ICT and
opening up more lucrative avenues of foreign
exchange to the country, this project is

expected to generate an exponential rise in
employment statistics. Thus elaborating on the
overall goals of the ICT Capacity Building
Program (ICBP), which are to strengthen,
predominantly through private sector-led
initiatives, the existing ICT industry in Sri Lanka;
to encourage emerging sectors of the industry
and entrepreneurship; to stimulate broad-based
industry growth and to promote international
competitiveness. The ICBP is designed to benefit
stakeholders across a wide spectrum of the Sri
Lankan ICT industry, including, but not limited to
the software, IT enabled service industry, SME’s,
IT training providers and the expected growth of
IT consulting services.
The ICBP Program is one of the key ventures of
the ICT Agency targeted at the private sector, and
is envisioned to position Sri Lanka as a world class
ICT hub with an empowered private sector.
Prasanna Karunaratne

Events in Brief
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Events in Brief
graced the inauguration ceremony which was
held on the 7th of September; a first day cover
was also issued to celebrate the event. It was a
time for the FOSS community of Sri Lanka not
only to gain from the experience of
international FOSS leaders but also to
showcase their capabilities to the world,
emphasizing, once again, that Sri Lanka can
significantly contribute to the world ICT
industry.

Engaging the ICT Private Sector
in Development

Government Online
The launch of 10 new government websites
took place on the 23rd November at ICTA
premises. The development of websites for
government organizations is an initiative of
ICTA’s Re-engineering Government
Programme to 1. Increase the web presence of
the Government 2. Ensure information on
government web sites is up to date and 3.
Ensure government information is available in
local languages (Sinhala and Tamil). The new
sites can be accessed through ICTA’s
Government Portal www.gov.lk. Creating a
web presence can be considered the first stage
of an online government. It is envisioned that
every single government organization, DS and
Statutory Body will have a web presence by
the end of 2007.

ICTA Hits the Road
As part of its rural awareness campaign ICTA
conducted several road shows this past
quarter. Regions visited were; 6-7th August in
Matara, 16-20th August in Kandy, 30-31st
August in Embilipitiya and 17-18th October in
Bandarawela. The street dramas continued to
be extremely effective; drawing large crowds
wherever they were held. Feedback from
Nanasala operators proved that the dramas
had made a positive impact in the community,
sparking curiosity and interest in computers
and internet resources and making people visit
the closest Nanasala.

Open Source takes a lead
The Free and open source software (FOSS)
week was held from the 5th -11th of
September and proved to be a great success
with over 50 international delegates attending
conferences held. ICTA as co-organizer
participated in coordinating numerous activities
organized during the week which was declared
an event of National importance by the
Cabinet of Ministers. Prof Tissa Vitharana

The third ICT private Sector Seminar organized
by ICTA was held at BMICH on 22nd
September with the participation of a large
number of industry representatives. The
objective of these quarterly meetings is to
engage the private sector in development of
the country. The launch of the ICBP (ICT
Capacity Building Programme) held on the 9th
of November marked another milestone
initiative ICTA has taken to give the sector
opportunity to, not just be involved in, but
actually drive development of the nation.

ICTA reaches homes of millions
As part of its mandate to create ICT awareness
amongst the general public of Sri Lanka, ICTA is
now airing a TV programme called
“Nanapiyasa” or “Roof that Shelters
Knowledge”. The programmes are broadcast
every Monday 6.30-7.00 on ITN. Each week
the programme features news, views and
interviews giving viewers insight into the latest
happenings in the field of ICT. Viewer response
has been very good with a large numbers of
letters, postcards and emails received by the
Agency. The Agency hopes to have a similar
programme aired in Tamil in the very near
future.

Nanasala:
Global Knowledge to the Village
ICTA and the PMO celebrated the opening of
the 100th Nanasala on the 2nd of October with
the opening of the Sri Dalada Viharaya
Madukanda Nanasala in Vavuniya. The
celebration took place at Temple Trees and was
attended by owners and operators of
Nanasalas across the country. Other news on
the Nanasala front: ICTA conducted a 2 day
residential training on the 7th & 8th of
November which was attended by all Rural
Knowledge centre (RKC) operators across the
country.

Information and Communication
Technology Agency of Sri Lanka,
#160/24, Kirimandala Mawatha,
Colombo 5, Sri Lanka
Telephone: +94-11-236 9099
Fax: +94-11-236 9091
E-mail: info@icta.lk
Web: http://www.icta.lk

ICTA Monitoring
its projects
Information and Communication Technology
Agency of Sri Lanka (ICTA) is pleased to
announce completion of an independent
evaluation of a first batch of eight pilot projects
initiated by ICTA between September 2003
and August 2004. ICTA engaged the
professional services of Ernst & Young to plan
and conduct comprehensive evaluations for a
total of 16 out of over 20 pilot projects.
Evaluation of the second batch of eight pilot
projects is currently ongoing.
Of the eight pilot projects evaluated by Ernst &
Young to date, five projects were rated as
successful, with the potential for achieving
substantial impact, including ‘Empowering the
Workplace’, implemented in Matale District
and Divisional Secretariats by Informatics, ‘Govi
Gnana System’, implemented by eDevelopment Labs in Dambulla, ‘National
Operations Room’, implemented by
Pricewaterhouse Coopers in partnership with
the Foreign Aid and Budget Monitoring
Department of Ministry of Finance and
Sarvodaya’s pilot ‘Nanasala’ operating in
Nuwara Eliya. Ernst & Young also identified
three critical success factors, namely, strong
leadership from the project owner, clear
contracts and obligations and raising
awareness, as important to ensure the
sustainability of these and future projects.
During its first year of operation commencing
in July 2003, and prior to obtaining major
funding for the ‘e-Sri Lanka’ programme, ICTA
called for proposals from all sectors for
innovative pilot concepts using ICT as a tool for
development: projects which were quick and
easy to implement, delivering real and visible
results for citizens, and if successful, easy to
replicate or scale up.
A summary report of the evaluation results is
available on ICTA’s website: www.icta.lk

Shoban Rainford

Wisdom Bytes
Management is efficiency in climbing the
ladder of success: leadership determines
whether the ladder is leaning against the
right wall.
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